CHAPTER 1
HISTORY OF ELECTRIC TRACTION
Although it is not the purpose of this treatise to relate facts,
but rather to study the engineering and economic problems on-
countered in electric traction, yet it seems advisable to review,
briefly the history of the development of the electric railway by
way of introduction.
Two distinct epochs were encountered in the brief period in
which electric traction has come to the front. The first wan that
in which the experimental designs were hardly more than models
operated with primary batteries. Occasionally during this
period, however, enthusiasts who did not realise the insuperable
financial drawbacks of primary battery operation conKtrucled and
experimented with cars of considerable si ho operated in that
manner. Such was the ear constructed by Page in 1851 for the
Washington and Baltimore Railroad, which made use'of a 10 hp,
motor supplied with power from two large Grove cells made
up of platinum plates 11 in. square. This first epoch wan noon
brought to a close, however, partly by the foresight of the inves-
tigators who realized the limitations of the primary battery
and partly by the failure of all attempts to commercialize the
primary battery ear by those who had continued to experiment
therewith.
t The second epoch opened, after a brief interval of inactivity,
simultaneously with the development of the reversible dynamo*
In the development of this machine progressive experimenters
could foresee the beginnings of electric traction upon a practical
basis. Bearing in mind the existence of these two periods, the
history of electric traction will be conwderod, greatly abstracted
but as nearly as possible In chronological order.
Since electric traction has ever been dependent upon the elec-
tric motor and the latter upon the discovery by Faraday, In 1821,
that electricity could be made to products mechanical motion,
the latter date rather indirectly ami vaguely marks tho birth of
the subject under consideration. America hag the honor of first
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